
What if you can rapidly deliver new applications, 
which are designed to leverage these capabilities 
and provide native support for containers and 
microservices? 

You can with System Soft Technologies.

SSTech leverages a rich suite of development 
tools and an agile methodology to develop your 
applications in a timely and cost-efficient manner.

You are enabled by:

Application
Development

Deep Skills with frameworks and languages, such as ASP.NET Core, EF Core, C#, .NET 
Framework, Xamarin, and others.

A Robust Library of pre-built design accelerator modules, significantly reducing time to market.

A modern and adaptive architecture, which allows your applications to run on mobile 
devices, Windows, MacOS, Linux and containers (Docker and Kubernetes).

Microsoft provides an application 
development stack that is cost effective, 
open source and cross platform.

with
Microsoft









Resourcing is seamlessly provided, so you can leverage onsite, offsite and hybrid sourcing models to support software.

Maintenance 
You can maintain your existing 
applications, keeping them 
available, running efficiently and 
secure against the most current 
threats.

New Development
Your applications architected and 
developed under this model start 
with the cloud in mind.
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You can update your applications 
to support the dynamic pace of 
competition, regulatory pressures 
and business expansion.

 

Learn More >>
Contact us today to 
discover how our Digital 
Assessment can advance 
your ADaaS Strategy, so 
you can quickly gain the full 
benefit of your application 
investments.

No matter what you require, SSTech has you covered. Our robust Microsoft Practice guides you to fully leverage 
today’s advancing technology. We get this done by accelerating the application of Microsoft’s innovations directly to 
your business needs.


